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"Great progress has been made in electrical science, chiefly in Germany, by the cultivators of
the theory of action at a distance. The valuable electrical measurements of W. Weber are interpreted by
him according to this theory, and the electromagnetic speculation which was originated by Gauss, and
carried on by Weber, Riemann, F. and C. Neumann, Lorenz, etc., is founded on the theory of action at a
distance, but depending either directly on the relative velocity of the particles, or on the gradual
propagation of something, whether potential or force, from the one particle to the other. The great
success which these eminent men have attained in the application of mathematics to electrical
phenomena, gives, as is natural, additional weight to their theoretical speculations, so that those who, as
students of electricity, turn to them as the greatest authorities in mathematical electricity, would
probably imbibe, along with their mathematical methods, their physical hypothesis.
"These physical hypotheses, however, are entirely alien from the way of looking at things which
I adopt, and one object which I have in view is that some of those who wish to study electricity may, by
reading this treatise, come to see that there is another way of treating the subject which is no less fitted
to explain the phenomena, and which, though in some parts it may appear less definitive, corresponds,
as I think, more faithfully with our actual knowledge, both in what it affirms and in what it leaves
undecided.
"In a philosophical point of view, moreover, it is exceedingly important that two methods
should be compared, both of which have succeeded in explaining the principal electromagnetic
phenomena, and both of which have attempted to explain the propagation of light as an electromagnetic
phenomenon and have actually calculated its velocity, while at the same time the fundamental
conceptions of what actually takes place, as well as most of the secondary conceptions of the quantities
concerned, are radically different."
These are the words of James Clerk Maxwell, in the Preface of his major book, A Treatise on
Electricity and Magnetism. As we can see from these words, Maxwell perceived a conceptual
difference between his conceptions, derived in great measure from those of Faraday; and the
conceptions of Gauss, Weber, etc. Maxwell knew both formulations succeeded in explaining the main
phenomena of electromagnetism, and he emphasized the great importance in the comparison of the two
methods.
And the goal of this book is exactly to follow this general idea. Our basic intention is to present
in a fairly complete way Weber's Electrodynamics. As Maxwell said and showed more than once,
Weber's theory is compatible with what we call Maxwell's equations (namely, laws of Gauss, Ampère
and Faraday), although it is completely different from Maxwell's conceptions in philosophical matters.
In this book we show how Maxwell's equations can be derived from Weber's force and the limitations
of this compatibility.
In Maxwell's time the electrodynamic researches in the Continent were centered on the action at
a distance laws of Coulomb, Ampère, Weber, Neumann, etc. In these theories only the charges, current
carrying circuits and magnets, as well as their distances, velocities and accelerations are important. The
ether or the field concept are not necessary. Maxwell had different conceptions, based essentially on
the ether, and was trying to show that this new model could also explain the known facts of
electromagnetism, as we can see from the middle paragraph quoted above. Nowadays we have the
opposite situation. We only talk of fields, local action, finite velocity of propagation of the interactions,
etc. The aim of this book is summarized in Maxwell's middle paragraph, but now reversing the
methods or physical hypotheses.

Maxwell's admiration of Weber's work can also be seen by observing that he dedicated the last
chapter of his most important book (the Treatise) to present Weber's Electrodynamics and to show its
compatibility with the main known facts of electromagnetism.
This book is intended for students and scientists in the areas of physics, engineering,
mathematics, history and philosophy of science. This work is intended to be complete in the sense that
no previous knowledge of Weber's law is required to follow the text. A first Chapter on Vector
Analysis including the main mathematical tools utilized in the text is included for completeness.
The subject of this work is within classical physics. For this reason we did not deal here with
quantum mechanics nor with Eintein's theories of relativity. These topics are beyond the scope of this
book.
At the end of the book a large bibliography has been included to allow interested readers further
studies. It is not intended to be complete but only to indicate some of the subjects being researched
nowadays along these lines and to mention authors working in this field. These recent references can be
utilized as topics of research by graduate students. In the text each reference is indicated by the author's
name and year of publication. For instance: (Edwards, Kenyon and Lemon, 1976).
This book can be utilized in a one or two semesters course. We have taught courses on Weber's
Electrodynamics at undergraduate and graduate levels, and this book grew out of these experiences. We
wrote a Course of Weber's Electrodynamics, with exercises, which has been utilized in these courses
(Assis, 1992a). The reception of the students to this material has been very encouraging and they
always mention it has been helpful in their formation in science.
Whenever possible we present historical information relevant to the topic which is being
treated. The reason is to give the historical context of some discoveries and to make a critical analysis
of some topics. The sources of the major part of this information are the original papers, and the
excellent books of Whittaker (A History of the Theories of Aether and Electricity), O'Rahilly
(Electromagnetic Theory - A Critical Examination of Fundamentals), and Mach (The Principles of
Physical Optics).
In this book we utilize the International System of Units. When we define any physical concept
we utilize "≡" as a symbol of definition.
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